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From playgrounds to politics, interactions often become shouting matches and exchanges are quickly reduced to name calling and personal insults. Rather than coming together around a common experience or to examine an issue, lines are quickly drawn and separate camps emerge. Have we lost the ability to talk and listen respectfully to one another?

In this session, we will explore the state of conversation in public spaces in U.S. society. This discussion will be followed with an introduction to the practice of “civic reflection.” Civic reflection, broadly defined, means “reflecting on the work you do in the world.” This practice is a way to involve people in discussions that allow them to think about their work and or common experience in a deeper and richer way.

The session will allow participants to engage in civic reflection and meaningful conversation that will be: Reflective, Deep, Object-driven, Questioning, and Inclusive.

As a result, participants will have the opportunity to practice listening to each other...
Because listening is a skill that takes practice
Because people are thoughtful if they are given a chance
Because talking across difference is critical to any social change
Because leadership requires good questions, not just answers
Because it builds and sustains people and communities
Because it is time for deeper civic engagement
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